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Part One Paper Structure
This research paper is conducted mainly by nine parts. The first part illustrates the
whole paper structure to the readers. This part can navigate the readers on paper
process and direction such as a paper map. The second part is the introduction part
which introduce the background of innovation developing situation and the
motivations on research problem. The literature review of each concept might be used
in this paper is located at the third part. The literature review can help reader have a
general knowledge of the background of stakeholder, open innovation and high
involvement innovation. Plenty of scholars opinions are quoted in this part. After
Literature Review is problem formulation part, which describe the problem area to
elicit the main research problem and subquestions. The fifth part is case presentation,
which give the whole background of the study objective---Xiao Mi. Following part is
Methodology part, which demonstrate the data resource, research method, limitation,
and validity and reliability. Part Seven and Part Eight are the main body of this paper,
which concerns analysis and discussion. In these parts, the subquestions and main
research problem are both critically analyzed and discussed. After the discussion is
Conclusion part. This part gives a summary of above analysis and discussion,
meanwhile, the recommendation is given. The last part, Perspective, gives the further
research opportunity.
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Part Two Introduction
This part is going to give the introduction of the new thinking of innovation concept,
which motivate the researcher’s interesting on studying the problem which is give at
the end of this part.
To the most enterprises, innovation is a specific activity, and the basic process is
deployed by internal of organizations according to the strict steps . Over the last
decades, most industry as fashion and technology increasingly open the new product
develop process to the outsiders such as suppliers, individual inventors and science
institutions. With the rapid developing of global economy and economic globalization,
the market competition for organizations become more intense. The intensive
technology innovation activities is gradually becoming the key element of companies
developing and surviving. Drucker (1985) claimed that the companies, event the
giants of the industry, have to be exceed, if they don’t keep innovating.
At the beginning, the majority of organizations used ‘ closed-innovation’ model,
namely enterprises mainly rely on their own strength to carry out technical R & D
activities. However, the developing of external innovation environment initiated the
new innovation model for organizations in the late of 20th century. Firstly, the shorter
product life-cycle increases the both time and cost pressure of technological
innovation. It is extremely difficult to win the competition rely upon separated
organization resource and capability. Secondly, the fast developing technology and
knowledge requires the enterprises specialization, however, most enterprises only can
master the specialized knowledge of a particular field. In addition, more widely and
frequently knowledge flows enhance the external technological innovation activities
beyond the ability of individual enterprise, which leads to the enterprises revenue
greatly reduced. The organizations should build their performance on strength, not
weakness (Drucker, 2006).
Chesbrough (2003) recognized that open innovation could reduce innovation cost of
companies. However, Executives in a number of companies are now considering the
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next step in this trend toward more open innovation1. They consider to delegate more
innovation management to networks of suppliers and independent specialists that
interact with each other to cocreate products and services. On the other hand, they
also hope the customers can engage in. The academic name of this process is called
distributing innovation2.
With the raising of Internet as a sharing platform, this type of innovation has been
developed. The increasing number of companies trend to exploit this method to
excavate more and better ideas for strengthen the organizational competitive
advantage. Lots of ideas and technology involved with the engagers from value chain
in the most industries. Even though open innovation could bring more benefit, it still
challenges the ability of enterprises to get the external source engage in organizational
open innovation process. Jacques Bughin, Michael Chui, and Brad Johnson (2008)
posted that internet is the best channel for achieving the high engagement in open
innovation. They researched that people are more and more willing to participate with
companies online and that companies can tap into that willingness today.
Today’s successful companies are continually changing innovation strategy in order to
more open innovation (Richard, Martyn, and Natalia, 2010) such as Apple and Google.
Organizations that change successfully are both profitable and admired(David, 2006) .
Organizational change is defined as “the adoption of a new idea or behaviour by an
organization “(Richard, 1982). A successful change requires that organizations
incorporating structure and process that are appropriate for both the creative impulse
and for the systematic implementation of innovations (Charles, 2004& Tushman,
1999).
Three critical innovation strategy for changing products and technologies are
1 A number of books and articles discuss how companies are adopting open innovation. Four particularly useful
sources are C. K. Prahalad and M. S. Krishnan, The NewAge of Innovation: Driving Co-created Value through
Global Networks, McGraw-Hill, 2008; Henry Chesbrough, Open Innovation: The New Imperative for Creating
and Profiting from Technology, Boston: Harvard Business School Press, 2003; Henry Chesbrough,Open Business
Models: How to Thrive in the New Innovation Landscape, Boston: Harvard Business School Press, 2006; and Eric
von Hippel, Democratizing Innovation, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2005.
2 http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/operations/the_next_step_in_open_innovation
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introduced by Patrick and Nicole (2005), which are exploration, cooperation and
entrepreneurship. Exploration refers to designing the organization to encourage
creativity and the initiation of the new ideas. Cooperation means that create
conditions and systems to facilitate internal and external coordination and knowledge
sharing. Entrepreneurship involves making sure new ideas are carried forward for
acceptance and implementation by managers.
According to the report from Business Week and the Boston Consulting Group3, 72
percent of top executives are dissatisfied with the coordination between external and
internal resources (McGregor,4 2006). Thus, Improving both internal and external
coordination is widely recognized as one of the biggest problems facing today’s
business (Richard, Martyn, and Natalia, 2010.
Therefore, this paper aims to research how can the company implement the
cooperation of internal and external involved innovation in the open innovation
process?
3 Business Week, The World’s Most Innovative Companies April 24, 2006,
http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/content/06_17/b3981401.htm.
4 McGregor et al., ‘The World’s Most Innovative Companies’.
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Part Three Literature Reviews
For providing a context of the theories used in this paper, this part is going to state
plenty of scholars critical opinion on innovation, high-involvement innovation, open
innovation, and stakeholders.
Innovation
Innovation is firstly pointed out by Schumpeter (1934) at <Theory of Economic
Development>, which is identified as the critical dimension of economic change.[18]
He argued that economic change revolves around innovation, entrepreneurial
activities, and market power. William Baumol(2002) agreed that ‘virtually all of the
economic growth that has occurred since the eighteen century is ultimately
attributable to innovation’. Peter Drucker (1985) argued that ‘innovation is the
specific tool of entrepreneurs, the means by which they exploit change as an
opportunity for a different business or service.’ Schumpeter (1934) pointed out that
technological innovation brings entrepreneurs temporary ‘monopolies profits’. But the
firm has to keep creating new products to compete with the coming imitators. Bessant
and Tidd (2007:11) proposed that ‘innovation as a process which can be organized
and managed, whether in a start-up venture or in renewing a old business.’ For
illustrating the innovation process, Bessant and Tidd(2007) build a basic framework
as Figure 1
Figure 1 Innovation Process
Source: Bessant and Tidd (2007), Innovation and Entrepreneurship , pp 3-53
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Meanwhile, Bessant and Tidd (2007) explore the map for companies navigating
innovation direction. The organizations should be aware of the possibility to develop
the completely different products, radical process change, new market, and new
business model5. Companies can explore the innovation space based upon 4P’s
framework along an axis running from incremental innovation to radical innovation as
Figure 2 shows.
Figure 2 Innovation Map
Source: Bessant and Tidd (2007), Innovation and Entrepreneurship , pp 3-53
With the increasing numbers of innovation strategies, this model can help the
organization to navigate the innovation strategy in the right way.
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High Involvement innovation
In the innovation process, Richard Branson (1998) argued that ‘the innovation
business is not just good idea, it is a combination of good ideas, motivated staff and
an instinctive understanding of what your customer wants.’
Freeman (1982) proposed that technologies became more complicated in the late 19th
century, therefore the idea of the ‘lone inventor’ became more rare. Guilford (1967)
shows that working as a group are much more fluent and flexible than single
individual. However, achieving this effect is not nature, which also require
organization and management (Richards,1997; Cook, 1999 & Leonard and Swap ,
1999). Kanter (1997) and Amabile (1998) carried out the routines for organizations to
establish their innovation management. Burns and Stalker (1961) concluded that most
organizations become less focus on internal organization and management to face the
changeable and complex environment, which need flexible structure and process to
deal with it (Miles and Snow, 1978; Lawrence and Dyer 1983). The tendency towards
more open and engagement forms of coordination and management and creates better
ground for high-involvement approaches (Woodward 1965; Thompson, 1967;
Mintzberg, 1979; Best 2001). High involvement innovation is defined by Bessant in
1997, and High involvement innovation is developed into a concept ranging from
continuous improvement (Gertsen 2001) (do better ) spanning five steps with the last
step being the learning and constantly developing organization with focus on
involvement (Bessant, 2003).
Whilst some argue that employees are ‘engaged’ if they have a positive attitude
towards work, others such as Purcell et al (2003) suggest that employee engagement
is only meaningful if there is a more genuine sharing of responsibility between
management and employees over issues of substance.
In summary, the literature surrounding employee involvement suggests that the root of
employee disengagement is poor management, whereby employees do not have good
working relationships with their managers and are denied the opportunity to
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communicate and have some power in decision-making, let alone receive information
from their managers.
Employees are in need of managers who care and who are seen to be committed to
their organizations. Only then can managers lure employees into putting discretionary
effort into their work. However, the problem is that managers themselves need to be
engaged before they can engage their subordinates; it is evident that levels of
engagement must rise in management before they can be expected to rise in
employees given the impact management can have on employees.
Open innovation
Bessant and Tidd (2007) emphasized that ‘the increasing important element in the
innovation equation is co-creation’, which means the idea generated by using the
ideas, experience and insight of many people across a community. Chesbrough and
Schwartz (2007) recognized that co-creation is central to open innovation. Openness
innovation attracts more different knowledge sources, and inspire the organization to
create new business model (Clarysse and Knockaert, 2010; Chesbrough and Crowther,
2006). Drucker (1985a,b) posited that organizations should have ability to exploit
innovation to provide face the external environmental change. The changing
environment break through the virtuous circle logic ‘closed - innovation’ model (Su
Jian Huang, 2010). Commercialization of new technologies range expand from the
one enterprise to many new enterprises, and the source of funds expand from the
original investment on enterprise's internal R & D to the external risk investment
capital, which formed a new open logic (Baoqun Fan, 2007).
However, most organizations retain the closed innovation approach. Chesbrough
(2003) argued that ‘open innovation’ tends to collaborating internal and external
resources to achieve competitive advantages. Huang et al. (2010) posed that open
innovation assist enables organizations to create more values. But not all the
organizations apply the same approach in involvement in openness (Chesbrough,
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2007). Lundvall (1998) argued that the willingness to engage in open innovation can
influenced by the national and corporate cultures. Elmquist et al. (2009) considered
that open innovation can be influenced by the number of partners involved, high costs,
and an internal versus external focus. Therefore, in order to do better on technological
innovation, discussing the coordination between both internal and external has a
certain theoretical and practical significance. Thomas and Hans (2003) start the
discussion concerning the coordination of network innovation, an evolving organisms,
which includes all interactions between the network organizations or the individuals
such as the participates, relationship, capability, resources, and other
multi-dimensional change(Rycroft,2004 & Jon, 2009). On the other hand, the
companies internal elements as strategy, organizing and finance etc are changing with
the external environment, but the internal network also can assist to build the external
network (QingRui, 2007). Zong Qiang (2011) described that external and internal
networks promote and co-evolute each other in different stages of development
(environment). Increasing openness and internal elements of participation, for
gradually extend to form a complex adaptive system (Zong Qiang, 2011). Oliver
Gassmann and Ellen Enkel (2004) proposed three core open innovation processes
archetypes for assessing how far open innovation theory is implemented in practice.
The identifiable patterns processes are the outside-in process, the inside- out process,
and the coupled process. Each process involves different external parties. Therefore,
this model assists to explain how does the outsiders co-work with the internal
organization to achieve the goals.
In short, the companies network coordination mechanisms can achieve to the
maximum efficiency, when both open innovation and high-involvement innovation
are high (Luck Pittaway, 2004; Juttner, 1996; Zong Qiang, Hai Ping &Xiao, 2011).
Stakeholder
To assist solving the problem, I am going to bring the ‘stakeholder’ theory to classify
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the internal and external groups of the organization. Therefore, the stakeholder
literature will be simply reviewed in this chapter.
 The definition of stakeholders
The broadest stakeholder concept represents that ‘the organization itself should be to
manage their interests, needs and viewpoints (Even and Freeman, 1993:82). The
classic Stakeholder definition is given by Freeman (1984:46), which refers to ‘any
group or individual who can affect or is affected by the achievement of the
organization’s objectives. However, the definition of stakeholder has not been
generally recognized. The earliest definition is raised by Stanford Research Institute
in 1963: ‘ those groups without whose support the organization would cesse to
exist’(Freeman, 1984:31). Freeman (1984: 46) also define stakeholders are ‘any group
or individual who can affect to is affected by the achievement of the organization
objectives’. The concept of stakeholder in academic level start to develop broader
such as all those who have an interest in the firm’s survival(Low, 1991:336);
Stakeholders are people who can help or hurt the corporation (Miller and Lewis,
1991:55) Moreover, many companies are affected by the achievement of the
organization objectives , but not able to be ceased without anyone’s supporting
(Friedman&Miles, 2001). Gray, Owen and Adams (1996:45) proposed an broader
stakeholder definition:’ any group or individual that can be influenced by, or can itself
influence, the activities of the organization.’ The broad definition emphasizes
stakeholder and corporate relations, and provides a comprehensive stakeholder
analysis framework to the corporate managers.
In addition, the narrower definition is given by Starik (1994) :’ individuals or groups
with which business interacts who have a ‘stake’, or vested interest, in the firm. ‘.
Clarkson (1994:5) also narrowly defined that stakeholders are the groups ‘bear some
form of risk as a result of having invested some sort of capital, human or financial,
something of value, in a firm...[or]....are placed at risk as a result of a firm’s activities’.
The narrow conception emphasizes the specific investment, and indicates which
stakeholders have a direct impact on the business.
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The classifications of stakeholders
 stakeholder categories
However, the definitions of stakeholders does not certainly claim the characteristic of
stakeholder. If we put each probable stakeholder from the big companies together, it
comes a mix group with extremely different requirement and goals(Thomas
Donaldson, Thomas W. Dunfee ,2001). In other words, even though the groups can
not exist and develop without the supporting from stakeholders, the different category
of stakeholders could influence the enterprises strategic decision and activities in
different level. To the enterprises, all the stakeholders are very important, but no one
says they are even important ( Steven F. Walker, 2003). Western scholars showed high
interesting on study classification of stakeholder after the late 1980s. Furthermore,
‘multi-dimensional classification’ and “Mitchell score-based approach”got the most
spotlight in academic level.
‘Multi-dimensional classification’ aims to find out the difference between the vary
stakeholder groups by classifying the enterprise stakeholders from the multiple
dimensions (shenghua Jia, 2007). Freeman (1984) created the three dimensions
from Ownership, economic dependency and social interests to classify the
stakeholders. Frederick (1988) argued that stakeholder is the group which affect the
Enterprise policies and guidelines, therefore, stakeholders should be divided into
direct and indirect stakeholder. Charkham (1992) divided stakeholders as contractual
stakeholders and community stakeholders depending upon whether the group and the
enterprise has he contract relationship. Clarkson (1994;1995) proposed two
classification ways: A. the relevant groups are charge with the different types of risk
in the business activities, which stakeholders can be divided into involuntary
stakeholders ans voluntary stakeholders. B. Due to the tightness between the relevant
groups and enterprises, the stakeholders can be divided int primary and secondary
stakeholders. British scholar Wheeler (1998) introduced social dimension to the
stakeholder categories, and had a profound impact. Binding Clarkson’s tightness
dimension, Wheeler divided stakeholders into the following four categories: primary
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social stakeholders, secondary social stakeholders, the first non-social stakeholders,
secondary non-social stakeholders.
The above multiple dimensions classification of the stakeholders greatly deepened
people's awareness of the enterprise stakeholders. However, these classifications
generally stay in the collegiate studies, lack of interoperability, thereby
constraining the stakeholder theory practical application.
The late 1990s, American scholars Mitchell and Wood (1997) posted score based
approach to classify the stakeholders. Mitchell suggest managers perceive
stakeholders from three attributes: legitimacy, power and urgency. They call for a
‘normative theory’ which is greatly improve the operability of the stakeholder
classification, and gradually become the most commonly used method (Shenghua Jia,
2004).
In short, the stakeholder classification helps the mangers logically divide the relevant
relationships into groups. Managers can use different strategies to treat different class
stakeholders.
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Part Four Problem Formulaton:
The problem area is going to described in this part for giving an overview to readers
how does the research problem generate.
Information technology (IT) is properly impacting humans living style such as
working, studying, thinking and communicating. There is no doubt that the
development and coverage of information technology becomes one of the milestones
to human culture developing.
Looking back to the developing of Information Technology during the past decades,
IBM, Microsoft, and Apple and Samsung produced the intelligent terminal equipment
which fused hardware, Internat and telecommunication functions etc. Those four
organizations are the pioneers of computer manufactory, software producers and
mobile Internat fields. Theirs product lead the mainstream of the information
technology innovation developing.
Increasing number of companies aim to share the benefit from this market, especially
the mobile internet. From Apple company succeed launched the concept of mobile
operating system. Following bonds of competitor start to bring more new ideas to
develop this new technology, meanwhile, to seize the market share. China is one of
the largest market, which almost all the companies target the benefit from this country.
With the rapidly development of economics and trade freedom, many local
entrepreneur also involved in the competition. As Ducker (1985) claimed that keeping
innovation is the only way for companies not to be eliminated. The companies start to
plot more open innovation for increase the competitive advantages. The next step of
innovation is raised by Bughin, Chui, and Johnson (2008) at McKinsey Quarterly,
which concerns distributing innovation, cooperation with outsourcing, and co-creation
with customers etc6. Customer engagement in the open innovation process brings
6 ibid
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more clearly idea of what the market truly needs (Bessant and Tidd, 2007). However,
the cooperation between internal and external source still challenges the current
enterprises.
Therefore, this paper is going to study how can the company implement the
cooperation of internal and external involved innovation in the open innovation
process?
For assisting the research, there are several sub-questions is going to be analyzed.
1. Who are the stakeholders of Xiao Mi?
2. Where is Xiao Mi’s people in the high involvement innovation ?
3. What does the stakeholders perform in the open innovation process?
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Part Five Case Presentation
This part is going to explain why Xiao Mi is chose as the case study objective. The
mobile industry background in China, background of Xiao Mi company, market
performance of Xiao Mi, and a small case of Xiao Mi will also be given in this part.
Especially the market performance of Xiao Mi is objectively implied based upon the
investigation results according to the Xiao Mi mobile marketing questionnaire
(Appendix 1).
This paper choose Xiao Mi as the research objective, because Xiao Mi is the company
which innovate not only mobile phones but also mobile software. This combination
type of company make the study more comprehensive. In addition, Xiao Mi is the
fastest develop company in China7. The successful case could be better for discuss the
research problem. The mobile market background, Xiao Mi company background and
several cases will be demonstrated in this part in order to give an overview of the
Chinese mobile market and the company situation.
Mobile Industry Background in China
Recently, with the rapid development of mobile telecommunication industry, the
mobile users in China sharply grow up to 620 millions8. Chian becomes the biggest
mobile market. Facing to the intense competition environment, Xiao Mi, as a
domestic brand, meteoric rises9. According to the data from ZDC research center10,
Xiao Mi has attracted 7.3% attention from the mobile users in three years compete
7 Interview
8 http://finance.eastday.com/m/20130818/u1a7600911.html
9 http://zdc.zol.com.cn/386/3866760.html
10 ZDC is the research department founded at March 2003, which forces on China Internet
Consumption research. ZDC is the NO.1 Internet consumption research center in China. View
from http://baike.baidu.com/view/427376.htm.
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with other big local brands (shown as Figure 3)11.
Figure 3 2013 domestic mobile brand attentions proportion
Source: cones from ZDC (July 2013).
The introduction of Xiao Mi
 Briefly Backgound of Xiao Mi
Beijing Xiao Mi technology ltd. Co. (so call for short Xiao Mi) is one mobile Internet
company, which emphasizes on independent research and develop the smart phone.
MI is the abbreviation of Mobile Internet is mission impossible. Lei Jun is one of the
founders and CEO of Xiao Mi. The design of mobile ID12 all completed by Xiao Mi
co-founders (shown as Figure 4). This group involves former CEO of Google
China---Bing Lin, former Motorola senior R&D manager ---Guang Ping Zhou, former
director of Beijing Tech. University---De Liu, former general manger of Jin Shan
Co.---Wan Qiang Li, former Microsoft China R&D department director Jiang Ji
Huang, and former senior product manger of Google China--- Feng Hong.
Figure 4 the cofounders of Xiao Mi
11 ibid
12The mobile ID or IMEI is a number, usually unique,[2][3] to identify 3GPP (i.e., GSM, UMTS and LTE)
andiDEN mobile phones, as well as some satellite phones. from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IMEI
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Source: http://soft.yesky.com/info/493/30193493.shtml
The mobile phone is mainly produced by Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM),
Ying Da Hua. The mobile operating system is developed by Xiao Mi self. The first
mobile was launched at November 2011. The company declaration is born for
addiction. The environment of organization is very flat and relax co-work way. The
people of Xiao Mi is keen on innovation and fast internet culture. There is no lengthy
boring meeting and agenda. The people enjoy in growing up with the talents of
technology, products, design and various fields13.
 Product
M chat, MIUI and Xiao Mi mobile are three core products of Xiao Mi. Besides, Xiao
Mi also developed Mi shop, Mi reader, Mi memo and Mi share etc.
 M chat (Figure 5) is a free instant messaging tool which supports cross-platform
operating system and cross communications operators. The users can send and
receive voice messages, pictures and videos through mobile internet (WiFi, 3G,
GPRS).
13 http://wenku.baidu.com/view/15e2b128ed630b1c59eeb50a
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Figure 5 M chat interface
Source: the picture comes from Xiao Mi official website.
 MIUI is the third-party mobile operating system which developed from
Android-base. The depth optimization and customization on Android-base is
typical to Chinese customers needs. MIUI is able to give a more intimate Android
smartphone experience domestic to users. From August 16, 2010 the first beta
released, MIUI now has had 20 million domestic and enthusiast users, renowned
China, Britain, Germany, Spain, Italy, Australia, the United States, Russia, the
Netherlands, Switzerland, Brazil and other countries.
 Xiao Mi mobile (Figure 6) is a high-performance enthusiast smartphone. Xiao Mi
adhere to the "born for addiction" design concept. The world's top mobile
terminal technology and components applied to each new mobile product. The
high price/performance ratio also makes each product becoming the most
anticipated smartphone . Xiao Mi mobile is using online sales model.
Figure 6 Xiao Mi mobile
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Source: the picture comes from Xiao Mi official website.
 Xiao Mi Box (Figure 7) is the high definition Internet Television box, which is
so-called HD Internet TV Box. Xiao Mi box is the most popular accessory to
Xiao Mi users. The users can enjoy the free HD TV series, films and videos
through this box.
Figure 7 Xiao Mi Box
Source: the picture comes from Xiao Mi official website.
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 Place
Xiao Mi use all online selling and service. The customers orders the phone at
Xiaomi.com. Xiao mi ships the product to customers. The MIUI system and other
mobile software is pre-installed in each Xiao MI mobile.
 Price:
Xiao Mi set the price at 1999 RMB (326USD) for the high profile mobile. In addition,
the MIUI system and all the application issued by Xiao Mi can be free downloaded.
 Promotion
Xiao Mi applies the user-involvement model to develop the product, which attracts
and motivates the users pay attention on the interests of Xiao Mi products. Xiao Mi
also make the promotion though users’ word-of mouth, which almost achieve the
zero-cost advertising.
 The survey of Xiao Mi users attention
According to my investigation among 152 persons via Internet (Appendix 1), the
result shows the users pay the most attention(65.91%) on smartphone’s
price/performance ratio, then 59.09% focus on low price. The high-performance
hardware components got 27.27% attentions. MIUI operating system accounts for
13.64%. The good enterprise image only occupied 4.55%. 13.64% participates
consider other reasons. (shown as Figure 8)
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Figure 8 the distribution of customers attentions on Xiao Mi mobile
Source: statistics by researcher self
Therefore, we can see that value for money is the one of the most factors impact the
customers purchasing will. And the low price also motivate the most customers to pay
attention on the product. Xiao Mi mobile is no doubt fulfill the demand of smartphone
enthusiast. Low price product with high performance components and fashion design
is a great competence.
 The survey of users’ concerns
As figure 9 shows, the worries on system stability and product quality reach to
63.64%; after-sale service takes 61.36%; battery overheating occupies 43.18%; and
other reasons is 9.09%.
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Figure 9 users’ concerns
Source: statistics by researcher self
The present consumers expect to buy the best product with the lowest price and
after-sale service. The company have to achieve the thoughtful on each step to satisfy
the customers. From the investigation, we can see Xiao Mi is still weak on product
quality. For instance, the back cove is loose; the touch screen has problem; SD card is
hard to be sensed etc. And the after-sales service is very slow, because Xiao Mi has no
offline store14. The customers have to post back the problem product, wait for the
check result, negotiate the solutions, and wait for the repaired phone shipping back.
Such this causes some customers lose the confidence on Xiao Mi mobile and give up
the purchasing plan.
The case of Xiao Mi Box
Xiao Mi box was almost strangled in the cradle. When Xiao Mi was ready to launch
their new innovation achievement, unfortunately Administration of Radio Film and
Television of China just issued 181 file, “all the Internet television terminal
14 http://mi/itxinwen.com/research/2012/0321/400921/html
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equipment can only access to the SARFT authorized service platform. Internet TV
integration platform is not allowed to connect with the public website, and offer the
content from public website to the users”15. This means Xiao Mi is not allowed to
share any resource (film, video etc.) collected from the public website to the users.
This file turned the Xiao Mi box to be a really empty box. Fortunately, Xiao Mi get
the opportunity to cooperate with International China Network Television (ICNTV),
who is the one of seven organizations got the Internet TV integrated business license
from SARFT. At January 2013, Xiao Mi formally signed a strategic cooperation
agreement with ICNTV16. The entire contents of Xiao Mi box access to China
Internet TV integrated broadcast control platform. And the future content operating
and management is in charged by ICNTV17.
15 http://baike.baidu.com/view/9570967.htm
16 http://baike.baidu.com/view/9570967.htm
17 http://baike.baidu.com/view/9570967.htm
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Part Six Methodology part
This part manipulates the research structure of the whole paper. The case selection
reason, research strategy, data collection method ,limitations, and validity and
reliability will be described.
Case selection
This paper employ Xiao Mi technology Ltd. Co. As the research objective. Xiao Mi is
the fastest developing company in China18. The popular of Xiao Mi is a miracle in
mobile industry. The orders of Xiao Mi mobile online is always more than the
expected quantity. The sales volume has reached to one million so far19. Most
researchers consider this success of Xiao Mi depends upon the new online business
model. Part of researchers argue that ‘cooperation’ strategy is the weapon of Xiao
Mi20. All above arguments may be the secrets recipes of the fast growing of Xiao Mi.
The thing for sure is that Xiao Mi establish the unique customer interaction system for
attracting the focuses. But if the unique customer interaction system is the real recipe.
How does Xiao Mi integrate the internal and external resource? How does the Xiao
Mi’s internal people collaborate with the outsiders?
Therefore, Xiao Mi is an appropriate case to help study the research problem in this
paper.
18 Interview 1
19 http://www.100ec.cn/detail--6038028.html
20 ibid.
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Data Collection methods
According to Saunders et al. (2009), the typologies of data can be categorized into
primary and secondary data for the collection process . Secondary data is previous
surveys and others’ research paper and published source of materials; however the
primary data refers to the new data that is directly undertaken by the researcher
(Walliman, 2005). Hair et al. (2007) stated that primary data is not necessary to be
collected if the secondary data could achieve the research objectives. This research
follows the principle that both primary data and secondary source of materials that
will be used to answer the research question; therefore, the E-research method are
mainly considered to be collected- qualitative and quantitative data. Anderson and
Kanuka (2007) categorized the E-research as network direct research and indirect
research. The direct research means using the Internet technology to research the
customers behaviors and wills though the on-line questionnaire or other method. The
indirect research refers to the relevant data and information of organizations is
collected by mainly using search engine and relevant websites via Internet.
Primary data is collected through on-line questionnaires. This investigation aims to
fully understand the situation of the company in the current Chinese mobile market,
especially concerns the customers demand, purchasing motives, and purchasing
behaviors. The questionnaire issued on Survey Star21, and this platform offer the
service to send the questionnaire to the users of Xiao Mi via email.The questionnaires
are operated through the internet from 1st Aug 2013 to 9th Aug 2013. It is planed that
160 questionnaires will be delivered out to individuals who puschaed Xiao Mi;
however, it expects to receive convenience sampling of 152 voluntarily responses to
be used in quantitative analysis
In addition, the interview record and other informations is collected though indirect
e-research method. The google search engine, Xiao Mi official website, and Bulletin
Board Systems (BBS) such as Xiao Mi discussion forum etc. are major employed in
21 Survey Star is a professional online questionnaire, assessment and test platform.
http://baike.baidu.com/view/1885054.htm
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this research. The first interview record comes from “Sky news”22 which is launched
at Youtube issued at 16 June 2013(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R0gEo6Hk8Vo),
and the second interview record comes from the NetEase "Finance living room"23
which published at Youku issued at 24 April 2012
(http://v.youku.com/v_show/id_XMzg1NTczMzMy.html). The content has been
decode into text in the appendix.
Anderson and Kanuka (2007) argued that e-research data collection method have the
extensiveness, timeliness and sharing, convenience and economy, and more accuracy.
Research Strategy
Denscombe (2010; P5) pointed out that several strategies can be applied to social
research, which are surveys, case studies, experiments, ethnography, phenomenology,
grounded theory, action research and mixed methods. These strategies can be
categorized into deductive approach through quantitative analysis and inductive
approach towards qualitative study (Saunders and Lewis, 2012; P114). Saunder et al.
(2009; P141) posed the adopted research strategy is guided by research question and
objectives, time horizon, existing knowledge and research philosophy. Based on this,
Denscombe (2010) illustrated that the choice of research strategy needs to be
concerned with suitability, feasibility and ethics. It can be explained that a good
strategy would make it easy for researchers to achieve the purpose and avoid any
harm to stakeholders.
the mixed methods are adopted for a variety of data collection in order to generate a
quality solution to this research. Based on Saunders and Lewis (2012; P112) and
Denscombe (2010), the following rationales leads to the choice of mixed methods:
22 The news channel under the Zhong Shi media corporate which launched at September
1994.http://baike.baidu.com/view/4791854.htm
23 The online interview programme which focuses on interview with entrepreneur, business elite dialogue,
interviews industry leaders. This programme is operated by NetEase which is one of the biggest online portal in
China. http://baike.baidu.com/view/149363.htm?fromId=6043
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Focusing on overall views to answer the research question by combined strategies
Contrasting different views by alternative strategies
It enables different source of data in supporting credible findings
Using qualitative methods to explore interrelationship between quantitative variables
Mixed methods are suitable to pragmatism philosophy in this research that aims to
generate a practical solution to the research question.
Limitations
Collis and Hussy (2009, P85) proposed that the triangulation approach is difficult and
consumes researcher more money and time than other single approach. Due to the
limitation of research deadline (31st Aug 2013), the interview is unable to be arranged
within the deadline. Therefore, the interview source uses secondary data. It may limit
the researcher to insight the managers face, behavior and some detail stuff.
Furthermore, the researcher has sent many emails to the mangers in the each relevant
level in the company, however, the managers are hardly willing to accept the
interview, because of the tight time which is caused by jet-lag (Danish time is 6 hours
slower than Chinese time). Fortunately, e-research method helps the researcher access
to enough valuable data to solve the research problem.
One of the other limitations related to the presentation is that a part of questionnaires
and interviews are operated through another language. Thus, it takes the risk of
translation bias and errors, which could lead to misunderstanding of the questions and
finally influences the accuracy of the collected data.
Validity and reliability
Saunders et al. (2009) stated that validity links to the accuracy of the data while the
reliability is often concerned with credibility of research findings by data collection
techniques. It implies the criteria of the data quality, which might impact the biased
answers to research question (Crowther and Lancaster, 2009).
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During the data collection process, it ensures the validity and reliability to the
interview data from the legal media website. Denzin (1987) considered that mixed
quantitative and qualitative data that address a greater validity and reliability to this
research.
It has been measured previously that a part of the interviews and questionnaires are
held through another language; however, a ‘back-translation’ technique is used such
that translator is contrasted with their translation works to finally generate a better
version of questionnaires and interview question (Saunders et al., 2009; P385). Bell
(2005) argued that it can skip a ‘pilot testing’ for questionnaires in some case given
the pressure of deadline.
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Part Seven Theoretical Framework
The detail of the theory conception, structure, and framework will be introduced in
this part. The researcher is going to mainly conduct the problem researching based on
the following theories.
Normative Theory
Normative theory was posed by Mitchell, Agle and Wood at 1997, which is the
combination of stakeholders identification and classification. Managers could
evaluate the stakeholders from three attributes: power, legitimacy and urgency. These
three attributes composes te model of stakeholder salience as Figure 10.
Figure 10 Salience model: stakeholder classification
Source : Mithcell, Agle and Wood (1997:28)
Based on three main attributes, Mitchell (1997) explores the stakeholder priority for
managers, stakeholder type, ans associated attributes. As Figure 1 shows, Definitive is
the high priority stakeholder which is composed by three main attributes: the
stakeholder’s power to influence the firm; the legitimacy of the stakeholder’s
relationship with the firm; and the urgency of the stakeholder’s claim on the firm. The
moderate priority stakeholder are dominant (power and legitimacy), dangerous
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(Power and urgency ), Dependent (legitimacy and urgency ). The low priority
stakeholder are Dormant (power), Discretionary (Legitimacy) and
demanding(Urgency ). The irrelevant is non-stakeholder which means no attributes is
involved. Therefore, “a party must be perceived by management to possess at least
one attributes to be recognized as a stakeholder”(Freideman, 2006:95) Mitchell (1997)
considered that managers should logically prioritize stakeholder relationships and
then pay attention.
High-involvement innovation
According to Bessant (2003) one way of increasing innovation capacity is by
widening the framework of participation to a wider community. Bessant (2003) calls
this ‘High Involvement Innovation’ (HII). High Involvement Innovation is a people
centric model which is underpinned by the organization’s promotion of and
participation in the innovation process by organization members outside of defined
unites such as R & D units. High Involvement Innovation involves a commitment to
continuous improvement (CI) within work units and across all aspects of the firm
because innovation capabilities are dependent upon people (Bessant 2003), willing
and able to adapt to change (Hyland, Mellor, and Sloan, 2000). It is the people in the
organization who learn and through learning capture the knowledge needed to build
organizational capabilities (Leonard-Barton, 1992). Continuous improvement must be
integrated with a learning strategy across all levels of the organization and it is not
appropriate for new knowledge to remain in the mind of any individual. All learning
must be transferred throughout the organizational (Hyland et al). The CI process
develops both individual and organizational learning competencies which includes not
only the acquisition of knowledge, what is learned, but also the processes of learning,
how to learn (Bessant, 2003).
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Table 1: Key abilities and representative behaviours (Bessant, 2003)
KeyAbilities Behaviour Clusters
1. Understanding continuous
improvement
Refers to how the organization understands the shares the
underlying values and beliefs about CI.
2. Strategy deployment Refers to how well the organization links its CI activities to the
strategic mission and the key drivers of the business.
3. Leading CI Refers to how well leadership at different levels in the
organization supports the values and practices CI.
4. Participating in CI Refers to how well people are enabled to participate
proactively in CI and the rest of the organization.
5. Consistency in CI Refers to how good the fit is between CI and the rest of the
organization.
6. Cross-boundary CI Refers to how well the organization is able to extend CI
activity across organization boundaries.
7. Sharing and capturing
Learning
Refers to how well the organization shares and captures the
learning coming from CI activities.
8. Continuous Improvement of
CI
Refers to how well the organization monitors and develops its
CI processes, structures and activities.
Source comes from
http://www.business.otago.ac.nz/mgmt/ANZAM2004/CD/Papers/ABSTRACT425%20REVISED%2021-0
9-2004.htm
High involvement innovation is a behavioral model and is relevant upon an organization’s
capacity to achieve eight key abilities and the representative behaviours (see table 1).
Organizations must also achieve five levels of innovation maturity which identify the
organization’s capacity for learning and applying that learning in the day to day operations
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of the organization (see table 2)24.
Table 2: High Involvement Innovation Maturity Levels (Bessant, 2003)
Level HII Maturity Indicators
1 Background improvement that are ad hoc and short-term.
2 Structured/formal attempts to create HII.
3 HII is directed at the organization goals and objectives.
4 Where HII becomes proactive, largely self-driven by individuals and groups.
5 HII becomes the dominant culture of the organization.
Source comes from
http://www.business.otago.ac.nz/mgmt/ANZAM2004/CD/Papers/ABSTRACT425%20REVISED%2021-09-2004.ht
m
Bessant (2003) states that an organization achieving level five (5) would be identified
with the capabilities of what is commonly called an open “Learning Organization”.
Archetype of Open Innovation
The rising of open innovation strategy have been deployed in many companies.
Gassmann and Enkel (2004) established the three core open innovation process
archetype for measure how far the open innovation is implemented in the organization
(shown as Figure 11).
Figure 11 open innovation process
24
http://www.business.otago.ac.nz/mgmt/ANZAM2004/CD/Papers/ABSTRACT425%
20REVISED%2021-09-2004.htm
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Source: Gassmann and Enkel (2004), Three open innovation process archetypes
The research of open innovation process is described as Figure 12 shows:
Figure 12 three archetype of open innovation processes
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Source:Gassmann and Enkel (2004),Three open innovation process archetypes
The outside-in process: Enriching the company’s own knowledge base through the
integration of suppliers, customers and external knowledge sourcing can increase a
company’s innovativeness.
1. The inside-out process: earning profits bu bringing ideas to market, selling IP and
multiplying technology by transferring ideas to the outside environment.
2. The coupled process: coupling the outside-in and inside-out processes by working
in alliances with complementary partners in which give and take is crucial for success.
Each process is involved by different stakeholder groups, and the involvement level
may influence the open innovation process development. Therefore, this model is
used to measure the stakeholder involvement innovation situation in this paper.
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Part Six Main body: Analysis
The three sub-questions are going to be analyzed in this part, which are
1) Who are the stakeholders of Xiao Mi?
2) Where is Xiao Mi’s people in the high involvement innovation ?
3) What does the stakeholders perform in the open innovation process?
The classification of stakeholders
Based on the principle “ a party must be perceived at least one attribute”, there are
nine parties can be recognized as the stakeholders of Xiao Mi, which are cofounder,
employees, customers, suppliers, competitors, government, investors, partners, and
the third-party developers.
 Customers:
The customers of Xiao Mi can be defined as product users. Due to the
user-involvement business strategy of Xiao Mi. The customers retain very strong
power to influence the developing , even survival of Xiao Mi. For example, the MIUI
operating system Xiaomi is generated according to the Chinese customers bents based
on Android system. Continually Xiaomi updates new version and improved their
products per week by collecting the suggestions from the users through the official
BBS or other channels. Xiao Mi maintains this way to recognize the real needs of the
customers, for instance, before issuing some new mobile software, they would reveal
their ideas on the official BBS, and the users have right s to vote the produce they like
or propose their expectations25.
Since the birth of MIUI , there have been 100,000 users -involved, 130 million
feedback posts, updates per week, and 25 language versions created by the users26.
The impact interest of this group who do have the legitimate claims (Fredman, 2006).
25 ibid
26 ibid
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The user-interactive method created a batch of internet activators.
Lei Jun said: ‘...500 events has been improved in this three years, which is mainly
depended on co-working by the MIUI team and the millions users. ’27
In addition, these original users become the real customers for Xiao mi mobile, which
is so- called Mi fans or Enthusiasts28. These Enthusiasts treat Xiao Mi as kind of live
lab, because they can self innovation or engage the innovation process. As Lei Jun
said in the Interview One (Appendix 2), the users enjoys the involvement innovation
feeling, because they can show off the product to the people around them.
Meanwhile as the vice president of Xiao Mi,Wan Qiang Li said, enthusiasts indirectly
help Xiao Mi save the cost on advertising, because they spread the optimistic feeling
to around29.
Thus, the users opinion call for immediate attention adds the urgent demands attention
(Friedman, 2006).
In short, we say the customers of Xiao Mi is the high priority stakeholder, because
they firstly have the power to influence the developing of the organization. Secondly,
they have the legitimate claim to affect the organization. Third, they have high degree
call for the immediate attention on their claims.
 Employees
The Xiao Mi employees play not only the important role such as “Chief Executive
Officer” (CEO), but also the node in the organization net. When this group directly
face the customers through the internet, they have to flexibly and timely make the
decision as a CEO30. On the contrary, if this group make some wrong decision, it
could explore a public risk. Therefore, this kind of decentralization is one kind of the
motivation and trust from the top management.
27 Ibid
28 http://www.gemag.com.cn/8/28791_1.html
29 ibid
30 http://www.gemag.com.cn/8/28791_1.html
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In addition, Xiaomi established a network service group which is around 30 persons31.
They emphasize on tracing the customers’feedback and opinion. They are also
responsibility on spread the good reputation with the good service.
Therefore, this group is also Definitive. This group has high prower on urgent
decision-making, and their decision could highly influence the organizations brand.
Meanwhile this group retains the definitely legitimate claims.
 Co-founders
The cofounders of Xiaomi 90% comes from the domestic or globally big companies
such as Google, Microsoft, Motorola and Jinshan etc. These 7 persons have collected
11 millions RMB to start the business32.
Therefore, this group offers both the physical and the financial resources. They have
the highest right to make the decision to influence the organization. In addition, they
are the core group in the organization. This group appropriately pay close attention on
the interest of company. The company also need theirs timely leading. So this group is
Definitive stakeholders.
 Suppliers
For ensuring the market supplying, Xiao Mi selects some Original Equipment
Manufacturers （OEM）such as Ying Hua Da and Foxconn. Xiao Mi estimated the
mobile reservation quantities, and then order the phones from OEM three to four
months before they issued the products to the public33. However, it often happens the
short supply(refers to Interview Two ,Appendix 2).
However, tight supplying and slow shipping become the big problem of Xiao Mi. The
customers have to wait for their mobile phones for at least after they gave the orders34.
31 Ibid
32http://finance.sina.com.cn/chanjing/gsnews/20120902/095813022255.shtml
33http://finance.sina.com.cn/chanjing/gsnews/20120902/095813022255.shtml
34 Ibid
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Therefore , the suppliers concerns the time problem to the organization.
In addition, the contracts between XiaoMi and OEMs are very important. Once the
suppliers breach the contracts, XiaoMi can be seriously affected. For example, the
flood in Thailand at October 2011 which caused Xiao Mi shortened Batteries
components. Finally Xiao Mi had to delay the booked mobile phone production35.
Therefore, we can see the suppliers have the power to influence the company, as well
as they have the legitimacy relationship with the company. However, Xiaomi has the
confidentiality agreement with the suppliers36, so the suppliers have no urgent claims.
The suppliers are Dominant stakeholders.
 Competitors
From the market analysis we can see that Xiao Mi is facing the huge competitive
stress even though they have many advantages and differentiated. Except the globally
brands as Apple Samsung, there are many local brands also seize the market share
such as Lenovo, Mei Zu, Vivo, Hua Wei, ZTC, and Oppo. At 2013 one of the
competitor, MeiZu, criticized Xiao Mi settle the product price too low to keep the
market balance through the Internet37.
Apparently, the competitors are criticality, and they are able to influence the company.
So this group has power and urgency, which is Dangerous.
 Government
Xiao Mi Box is a HD Internet TV box, which is the most popular Xiao Mi’s accessory
launched at 2012. The users can watch the free online movies and dramas via this
box38. However, this box has been banned by government at the end of 2012
according to the No.181 files, ‘ Internet TV content service platform can only access
to the Internet TV integrated platform which Administration approved; and the
35 http://it.sohu.com/20130525/n377039053.shtml
36http://finance.sina.com.cn/chanjing/gsnews/20120902/095813022255.shtml
37 http://news.xinhuanet.com/fortune/2013-08/06/c_116827116.htm
38 http://baike.baidu.com/view/9570967.htm
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access platform must be unique; The Internet TV terminal products Internet TV
integration organizations chose to cooperate with , which only can connect with
Internet TV integration platform; The terminal product may not access to the other
Internet channel, neither connect with the related network operator business
management systems and database. 39" Due to above reason, Xiaomi has to delay or
change the product launching plan40.
Therefore, the government apparently has the power to influence the company’s plan
and provide the authority. This group is Dominant.
 Investors
Investor is the group who offer the financial resource to Xiaomi. The investors of
Xiaomi includes Qiming Venture Partners, Qualcomm, and Yuri Milner’s Digital Sky
Technologies, The later one is also the earlier investor of Facebook, Groupon and
Zynga41. Compare to 2011, Xiao Mi has the better relation with Qualcomm, the
financing amount achieve to 90miliion US dollars42. Therefore we say the investors
has the utilitarian power to influence Xiao MI. This group is Dormant.
 Partners
ICNTV is one of the most important partners of Xiao Mi, since their cooperation find
out a new way for the survival of Xiao Mi box. Therefore, the partners offer the
physical resource and channel for Xiao Mi. In addition, according to the contract
between Xiao Mi and ICNTV, ICNTV has the power on managing the content of Xiao
Mi Box. Therefore, ICNTV have the both power and legitimacy, which can be
recognized as Dominant stakeholder group.
39 http://it.sohu.com/20121202/n359243129.shtml
40 http://special.21so.com/index/special/sid/5979
41 nytchinese.blog.techweb.com.cn/archives/268.html‎
42 http://tech.qq.com/a/20121218/000122.htm, viewed at 30-07-2013
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 The third-party developers
The third- party developers mainly R&D the mobile applications on MIUI system for
Xiao Mi phones. For ensuring the third- party applications do not infringe the interests
of users, Xiao Mi issued an ‘the third-party developer evaluation guide’43 . The
guidance demonstrated that Xiao Mi charges 30% of he third-party application’s
profit, but all the applications developed by Xiao Mi is for free44. From this aspect,
we can see Xiao Mi is softly commercializing the MIUI system. On another hand, the
developers offer the technical skills and knowledge source (power), and they are
impacting the interests of Xiao Mi(Legitimacy), so this group can be defined as
Dominant stakeholder group.
Figure 13 Xiaomi stakeholder groups classification
Source: inspired by Mitchell，A& Wood，D.Toward a Theory of Stakeholder Identification and
Salience：Defining the Principle of whom and what Really Counts .Academy of Management
Review. 1997，22（4）：853-886.
43 http://developer.xiaomi.com/doc/?p=211
44 ibid
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In summary, the stakeholders of Xiao Mi is mainly distributed in four area, which are
Definitive (Customers, employees ,and cofounders), Dominant (Government,
suppliers, partners, and the third -party developers), Dormant (Investors) , and
Dangerous (Competitors) as Figure 13 shown. Managers could formulate the different
strategy to involve these groups in to the innovation process according to the different
attributes.
High involvement innovation
The high involvement innovation abilities are accumulated from the companies
behaviours clusters as Table 1 shows (Bessant, 2003) . The key abilities is going to
analyzed in this part, and to view the involvement level of Xiao Mi in the five stage.
Xiao Mi does not has any performance appraisal on his employees in order to avoid
the competitions between departments or individuals. Lei Jun hope every single part
pay all the efforts on improve the products45.
Xiao Mi uses the flat organizational management. Each employee is given the high
decision making power. The managers encourage their employees talk with the
customers directly and frequently. Thus, the employees in Xiao Mi must understand
the goals of company very clearly, in order to manipulate the new ideas from
customers apply to the developing way of the company. For improving the
communication quality, Xiao Mi established a 30-people ‘social network service
group’ to collect the feedbacks from the users. The informations collected by ‘social
network service group timely decode into problem lists which the technical staff or
other specialists should discussed and find out the solutions. The most interesting
thing in Xiao Mi is their organizational structure. Contrast to the traditional horizonal
organizational structure, Xiao Mi apply to the flat organizational structure which
means Xiao Mi shorter the time on information flow and expand the decision making
45 http://news.xinhuanet.com/hr/2013-05/16/c_124720264.htm
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power to the front line staff. In addition, the vice president, Wan Qiang Li, also
implement the cross-functional team model, which refers to mix up the marketing and
technical staff as a group. This cross-functional team model extremely enable the
individuals or groups to participate in the improvement activities and break up the
boundaries of inside the organization. Through the close co-work, the employees of
Xiao Mi continually learn the new knowledge from their team members. Meanwhile,
they are absorbing the fresh idea and knowledge from their customers.
Table 3: Key abilities and representative behaviours of Xiao Mi
KeyAbilities Behaviour Clusters
1.Understanding continuous
improvement
Xiao Mi understands the shares the underlying values and
beliefs about CI.
2. Strategy deployment Xiao Mi links its CI activities to the strategic mission and the
key drivers of the business.
3. Leading CI The senior management in the organization supports the values
and practices CI.
4. Participating in CI Xiao Mi people are enabled to participate proactively in CI and
the rest of the organization.
5. Consistency in CI CI fits will in the whole organization.
6. Cross-boundary CI Xiao Mi has very special mix function organizational structure.
7. Sharing and capturing Learning People in Xiao Mi love to sharing and learning when any
chances occurs.
8. Continuous Improvement of CI There is no clear monitor mechanism for CI system in Xiao Mi
Source: inspired by Bessant (2003), High involvement innovation
Even though the individual and groups are highly involved in improve the innovation
process, the continuous improvement mechanism is still very blurred in Xiao Mi. Due
to the scale and structure of the organization, they do not have the special monitors to
groups to measure the high-involvement activity and results of the HII activity as
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Table 3 summarized.
Table 4 Xiao Mi level in HII
Key abilities Level in the model
1 2 3 4 5
Understanding continuous
improvement
X
Strategy deployment X
Leading CI X
Participating in CI X
Consistency in CI X
Cross-boundary CI X
Sharing and capturing Learning X
Continuous Improvement of CI X
Source: inspired by Bessant (2003), High involvement innovation
As the above Table 4 shows, Xiao Mi achieve the high level on involvement
innovation except for the continuous improvement of CI. The employee in Xiao Mi
play an important role on various problem- solving system. And Xiao Mi almost
achieve the highest level in the five stage. The employees in Xiao mi have ‘a high
degree of empowerment’( Bessant 2003:63), which are skilled to find and solve
problems. The vice president of XiaoMi, Wan Qiang Li, acknowledged that the
organizational structure and management model need to be changed in this open
innovation era46. Therefore, XiaoMi takes very different organizational structure with
the traditional mobile company. Xiao Mi distribute the mobile research and develop
into many functions module. Each module is in charged by several engineers, and
these engineers directly interact with the customers through the Xiaomi Official BBS
and other social networks. The engineers immediately improve the product after
collecting the feedbacks from the customers47. These engineers teams are ‘often
46 http://www.gemag.com.cn/8/28791_1.html
47 ibid
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involved in several different activities’( Bessant 2003:63). Xiaomi company uses the
"strong professional Weak management" flat organization structure. There is no
manager position in the R&D department besides some highly functional teams.
Furthermore, contrast to the traditional organizational structure, the R&D and
marketing staff are integrated into one team48. This structure requires the employees
highly involved in plenty of activities ‘through a work-group team to cross-functional
and inter-organizational teams’ (Bessant 2003:63).
Xiao Mi maintains to encourage employees to interact and communicate with the
customers through the official BBS and other social networks on Internet. It is a very
open way to collect the knowledges and ideas from different backgrounds
stakeholders. By collecting the feedbacks and ideas, the employees almost discuss the
problem and looking for the solutions every day49.
Therefore, the high involvement innovation is shown not only by Xiaomi’s
organizational structure but also the strategic management, ‘it pervades every aspect
of the organizations’ (Bessant 2003:64). Xiao Mi is recognized as level 5 on HII
(shown as Figure 14), which HII has become the dominant way of this company’s
culture.
48 ibid
49 http://www.eeworld.com.cn/xfdz/2013/0525/article_22154. viewed at 5/8.2013
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Figure 14 “5 stages” of Xiao Mi
Source: inspired by Bessant (2003), High involvement innovation
In summary, Xiao Mi’s people perform very good in involvement innovation. They
are used to automatically run the problem-finding and solving system. Meanwhile,
they have very good internal learning environment. People eager to absorb the new
knowledges as more as better. Of course the unique cross-functional team offers the
learning path. Additional, as Purcell (2003) argued that the successful employee
engagement mainly depends on the management way. The trust and decentralization
from the top management of Xiao Mi motivate their people a lot. However, the
sustainability high involvement innovation mechanism still need to be established.
Open Innovation
The outside in process : “Deciding on the outside-in process as a company’s core
open innovation approach means that this company chooses to invest in co-operation
with suppliers and cutomers and to integrate the external knowledge
gained”(Gassmann and Enkel, 2004:7).
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As we analyzed in the stakeholder part, Xiao Mi aims to be a ‘zero-cost’ company.
They spread the positive reputation depend upon customer’s word of mouth. On the
other hand, Xiao Mi also try to lower their stock inventory accumulation to zero.
Therefore, Xiao Mi employs the OEMs to produce the Xiao Mi mobile phone.
Certainly it is not an easy process, it takes very long time. The whole process from
ordering phone from OEMs, producing, getting the mobile to shipping step which
costs at least four month. Thus, if Xiao Mi plan to short the time tomarket of new
product, the suppliers involvement is the key element (Clark, 1989)
Another reason is the most component of mobile need to be customized. This also
costs Xiao Mi very long time on prototypes debugging with the suppliers. For
example, the back cover of mobile needs the OEM make more than ten prototypes to
get the perfect match with other mobile components50. OEMs spends many times,
spirits and funds on researching the high quality mobile components. OEM increases
both operational and strategic benefit to Xiao Mi such as earlier identification of
mobile technical problem , the availability of prototypes, reduce the inventory risks,
and improve Xiao Mi mobile feature (Clark, 1989;Birou, Fawcett, 1994). However,
Xiao Mi still need to get more involvement from the suppliers for reduce the time of
new product to market.
In addition, the users plays more active role than the past years, who are the core
source of competence of Xiao Mi (Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2000). Xiao Mi
establish the specific team to have the daily talk with the users for gaining the
information of customers needs (Lenord and Rayport). For highly involving
customers, Xiao Mi also build the platform (Xiao Mi BBS and other social network)
to interact with the users. The engaged feeling motivate part of users turns to be the
lead users who are more appropriate to co-develop new products and services that
others (Hippel, 1986). For instance, the lead users of Xiao Mi designed a new input
method on Xiao Mi mobile, which offers more popular vocabularies51.
50 http://it.sohu.com/20130525/n377039053.shtml
51 http://www.gemag.com.cn/8/28791_1.html
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The integration with suppliers and customers create the valuable source of knowledge
and competence that Xiao Mi needs on the product development (Gassmann and
Enkel, 2004).
The inside- out process : " As a key process focus on the externalizing of the
company’s knowledge and innovation in order to bring ideas to market faster than
they can through internal development. (Gassmann and Enkel, 2004:10)
Xiaomi create the MIUI operating system based upon the Android system , which is
more fit to Chinese market. MIUI system provides open platform development
interface. The most interesting thing is Xiao Mi blurred the boundary of the definition
of the third party developer and their users. In other words, Xiao MI motivate their
users to develop the mobile applications on MIUI operating system which multiplies
the applications for MIUI. And the Intellectual property belongs to the developer/
users52. It seems Xiao Mi still apply to the outside -in innovation strategy. However,
the platform is provided by Xiao Mi, and the MIUI is the exclusive operating system
of Xiao Mi mobile phone. Thus, firstly Xiao mi commercialize the technology for
supporting the developers in the value chain with new technology and knowledge
(Gassmann and Enkel, 2004). Xiao Mi extracts 30% of the application revenue from
the developers53. Secondly, Xiao MI undoubtedly save the big amounts of costs on
developing the applications for MIUI operating system but gaining the new ideas,
competencies and speed (Haour, 1992). The product manager of Xiao Mi, Feng Hong,
disclosed that MIUI system brings 20million RMB (4 million USD) per months,
among over 10 million RMB generated from the game applications54. Therefore,
commercializing ideas increases Xiao Mi ‘s revenue immensely (Gassmann and Enkel,
2004).
However, Xiao Mi is still weak on the patents management. Many copycats appeared
52 http://www.zcool.com.cn/event/miui/
53http://cn.techinasia.com/xiaomi-launches-theme-store-begins-charging-thirdparty-themes/
54 http://developer.xiaomi.com/doc/?p=299
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in the market when Xiao Mi launched their first mobile55. The copycats may threaten
the developing of Xiao Mi technology and buffeting the users confidence on Xiao Mi.
Coupled process: “Companies that decide on the coupled process as a key process,
combine te outside- in process (to gain external knowledge ) with the inside- out
process (to bring ideas to market). “ (Gassmann and Enkel, 2004:12)
Xiao Mi develops the cooperation ( refers to the joint development of knowledge
through relationships with specific partners ) with joint ventures and alliances(Kogut,
Johanson, 1988; Hamel, 1991). At the beginning of this year, Xiao cooperate with
International Chinese Network Television (ICNTV) to minimize the risks due to State
Administration of Radio regulations (181 files) (Kirchmann, 1994).
The potential profits is very substantial such as advertising and value-added service,
which increases returns for Xiao Mi by multiplying the exploration choose the
coupled process (Gassmann and Enkel, 2004).
Table 5 The performance of stakeholders in open innovation process
Process Stakeholders Performance
Out-side in Customers/users Generating ideas, post suggestions
OEM Offer technical skills, producing
mobiles.
In-side out The third-party
developers or users
Develop the applications through
open application development
platform interface from Xiao Mi.
55 http://www.shanzhaimi.com/goods-2207.html
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Couple process ICNTV Offer the legitimacy, and manage
the operating of Xiao Mi box.
Source : inspired by Gassmann and Enkel (2004), Three open innovation process
archetypes
In summary, the stakeholder groups involved in the open innovation process from
different aspect at different levels. The Customers and OEM engaged in out-side in
process, which offer the knowledge, technology and other skills to Xiao Mi for
generate the new products or new functions. In addition, the third party-developers
(sone are lead users) develop their applications though the open interface provided by
Xiao Mi. And both Xiao Mi and the outside application developers could get the
profits from the new applications. On the other hand, the third-party developers help
Xiao Mi commercialize the MIUI system. Finally, in the coupled process, the partner,
ICNTV, cooperate with Xiao Mi. ICNTV offers the license for Xiao Mi to broadcast
the free films or other s on Xiao Mi Box. Meanwhile, Xiao Mi offers Xiao Mi Box
and distribute the management right to ICNTV. Both can get the profits from the
‘cooperation’, and brings the new product to the market.
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Part Eight Discussion
After we analyzed the stakeholder groups classification, employee involvement
innovation, and other stakeholders engagement in the open innovation process. Now
the main research problem how can the company implement the cooperation of
internal and external involved innovation in the open innovation process? is going to
be discussed here.
The main stakeholder groups in Xiao Mi mainly have four attributes. And it is not
hard to find out that the stakeholders who are Definitive and Dominant in Xiao Mi,
engaged more in the innovation process than the others. In addition, the higher
priority stakeholders put more efforts on engagement, and pay more attention on
company’s interests. The employee has been recognized as high involvement
innovation group which achieved the high level on capability behaviors and Bessant’s
(2003) ‘Five-stage model’. The high involvement innovation trends to be kind of
company culture in Xiao Mi. Besides employees, the customers shows high
involvement innovation in the outside part of the organizations. It is very interesting
that the customers act many roles to push the development of the organization such as
generating the ideas, design the new versions, actively interact with Xiao Mi, and
even develop the applications. Then why does this kind of situation happen?
Firstly, from the internal part, we can see the top management break the traditional
organizational structure, and establish a new ‘cross-functional’ team to intangibly
force the people keep learning and communicating. In Xiao Mi, the technical
department and marketing department have been mixed, which means a team involves
two kinds of speciesists, marketing person and technology persons. Additional, the
whole has the common goal is offer the good service to the customers. All the
employees in Xiao Mi are encouraged to interact with Xiao Mi. In this level, the
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technological staff have to learn the marketing knowledge from the marketing persons.
But as if the customers ask some technological problems, the marketing person has to
learn from the technological team members. This kind of organizational structure
automatically composed a very great learning loop as Figure 15 shows.
Figure 15 the learning loop in Xiao Mi.
Source: organized by researcher self.
Secondly, the internal part involves the ‘outsiders’. From the interview record, Lei Jun
described that part of service employees selected from the customers, because the
only customers know what customers needs, and how to communicate with them.56
Therefore, these ‘customer-employees’ bridged better relationship and communication
between Xiao Mi and the customers. Through this group, Xiao Mi enable to clearly
design the product fulfill the market needs. Meanwhile, the customers get better
response which is close to their mind.
Third, if you think customers are leading the development of Xiao Mi, then it may not
correct. From the interview, Lei Jun clearly described that “Xiao Mi is selling the
involvement feeling to the customers”57. It means this is kind of strategy to attract the
customers. The main product such as Xiao Mi mobile, M chat and MIUI system are
still developed by Xiao Mi’s internal staff. Then what does the customers involved? If
Xiao Mi mobile, M chat and MIUI system are assumed as a body, then the customers
help to create the organs and soul to these body such as the input method, unlock
interface, screen design and mobile applications. This kind of involvement feeling
56 Interview One.
57 Interview One.
Customers
IT
Marketing
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makes the customers proud of themselves and patiently appreciate Xiao Mi products
to around. Therefore, the customers play a part as advertising. However, the greatest
benefits still belongs to Xiao Mi.
If Xiao Mi perform excellent in co-create with the customers, then how about the
other stakeholders?
Interview Two can answer this question. Apparently, Xiao Mi do not get many
‘strategic’ and ‘operational’ benefits from their suppliers (Gassmann &Enkel, 2004).
Long time product producing cycle time annoys the customers. The customers have to
wait at least one moth after they order through the online store. Moreover, the
customers complain the product quality which destroyed their high expectation58. This
kind of problem can also ascribe to the cooperation between Xiao Mi and suppliers.
Why do not they test more, produce more prototype, and shorter producing cycle?
According to Gassmann &Enkel (2004), if the suppliers collaborate well with
organization, it is able to brings the ‘operational’ and ‘strategic’ benefits to help the
organization reduce the risks but create more value.
Furthermore, the weak relationship with the government also caused a risk as
introduced in the case presentation. Before the company develop Xiao Mi Box, they
should fully research and familiar with the relevant laws and regulations, but not find
out the risk before the product is ready to be launched.
Fortunately, they find the partner ICNTV helps Xiao Mi box survived at the end. But
Xiao Mi also distributing the manage right to ICNTV.
Thus, weak relationship with the outsiders is risky to bring some problems. On the
contrary, the better cooperation with the stakeholders brings more benefits.
Such as the cooperation with the third-party developers brings the profits to Xiao Mi.
Xiao Mi offer the open mobile application platform interface to the public. The
developers gains not only the profits, engagement feeling, but also the patent right, if
they innovate some new applications.59 The IP protection can be a big award to the
58 http://www.miui.com/thread-849361-1-1.html
59 http://developer.xiaomi.com/doc/?p=211
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developers. Additional, Xiao Mi can get 30% from the application revenue as well.
Therefore, Xiao Mi put too much efforts on collaborating with the customers and
stakeholders. The managers should send their employee out to visit, learn and interact
more with the other stakeholder groups.
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Part Nine Conclusion
This chapter is going to summarize the above analysis and discussion to answer the
main research problem in this paper. In addition, the recommendation will be also
involved in this part.
To summary the analysis part, the stakeholder groups of Xiao MI is mainly distributes
in four areas, which are Definitive, Dominant, Dormant, and Dangerous. As a
Definitive stakeholder group, the employee of Xiao Mi perform high involvement in
innovation process, which forms a ‘learning organization’ (Bessant, 2003). To other
stakeholders, they involves in different open innovation process in vary extent. The
customers is the most active group and create the most value. The third-party
developers and the partners achieve the ‘win-win’ situation through the cooperation.
The suppliers do not create much value but cause some problem on producing cycle
and product quality. However, the performance of the stakeholder is related to the
priority level that Xiao Mi treated them as.
All above, the conclusion is that the reasonable human resource allocation and
classification of stakeholders can implement the positive cooperation of internal and
external involved innovation in the open innovation process. Xiao Mi put too much
human resource on serve and interact with their customers. The whole organizational
structure is established for developing the customer-involvement system, but ignores
to develope the cooperation with other stakeholder groups. The reasonable human
resource allocation means Xiao Mi should allocate the human resource into several
specific part to communicate with different stakeholder groups. For example, Xiao Mi
could build a team only research the legal stuff, and another team on learning supply
chain. Another, reasonable classification of stakeholder can help the manger logically
plan the strategy to treat the stakeholders.
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Part Nine Perspective
This research has developed the employee-and customers- involvement innovation
into the stakeholder-involvement in the open innovation process. As Jacques Bughin,
Michael Chui, and Brad Johnson (2008) posed that the companies should learn more
open, and the new concept “distributing innovation” has brought out. This can be a
valuable concept for the companies to develop more open innovation. Therefore, the
further research can focus on the distributing innovation in terms of
stakeholders-involvement.
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Appendix
Appendix 1 the questionnaire of Xiao Mi mobile
Dear Sir/ Madam
I am the master student in Economics and Business Administration at Roskilde
University. I am researching the Xiao Mi state in Chinese market for my thesis. I am
appreciated for your time on answering the questions below. Any information
concerns your privacy will be completely maintained secrecy. Thanks for your
support! (152 involved)
1. Are you using Xiao Mi mobile？
A. Yes 22 B. No 132
2. What is the most impressed part of XiaoMi Mobile phone to you?
A. MIUI system 30
B. Good price 37
C. Variety Unlock Topic 21
D. Long time standby 32
E. Good signal 32
F. Other 10
3. Have you brushed MIUI system?
A. Yes 12 B. No 140
4. Why do you choose other system but give up MIUI system?
A. The configuration of Mobile phone is too low to run MIUI system 30Poor
compatibility 32
B. Power Consumption 28
C. Weak system stability 43
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D. Other 19
5. How often you brush the MIUI system?
A. Many times a week 12
B. Once a week 37
C. Not often, once more than a month 103
6. Compare with the other system, what do you think is the advantages of MIUI
system?
A. Nice and convenience operator interface 43
B. Good basic call and message functions (good signal) 35
C. Strong internet service (Backup) 39
D. Variety unlock ways 32
E. Other (please specify) 3
7. Compare to the mainstream system, do you think MIUI system has some
particular advantages?
A. No 12 B. To some extent 95 C. Yes, many advantages 45
8. What disadvantages do you think of MIUI system?
A. Power consumption 43
B. Weak system stability 35
C. Bad compatibility 39
D. Other (Please specify)38
9. Which are you more optimistic about the development of the following systems
(Please sequence).
A. IOS 5 47 B. Android 33 C. MIUI 27 DWindows Phone 23 E. Saipan 2
10. How many friends of you are using MIUI system?
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A. Over 50% 3 B. 20%~50% 14 C. 10%~20% 57 D. Lower than 10% 78
11. Did you install any smartphone messenger on your mobile phone? (such as M
chat, WeChat, What’s app etc.)
A. Yes 147 B. No 5
12. Which smartphone messenger have you installed?
A. M chat 5
B. Wechat 92
C. QQ 27
D. Whatsapp 15
E. Kiki F 4
F. Other 9
13. Why do you use other smartphone messenger but not choose M chat?
A. M talk’s user-interface is not very nice 37
B. The contact backup is not perfect as the others 46
C. Mandatory phone number binding without confirm 26
D. Risks for contacts information leakage 34
E. Other 9
14. What’s the highlight of M chat?
A. Automatically installed when purchasing XiaoMi phone or installing MIUI system
38
B. M chat supports more social networks’ personal profile input 45
C. Has Moments Wall 28
D. Support offline 32
E. Other 9
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Appendix 2
Interview One
Host (Xiu Fang): What is the conception of customer involvement?
Jun Lei： Most people can not understand that Xiao Mi is selling the engagement
feeling. It means you can post any suggestions if any problem occurs when you use
out product. For example, you claim one suggestion, and I take it into the practice. I
ensure you would like to recommend the Xiao Mi product to the people around you as
colleague, friends and family. And you will patiently tell your friend that you engaged
in generate or improve this function. If we have the company such as Xiao Mi, I must
be a loyal customer but not a founder.
Host：From the level of customer involvement, Xiao Mi emphasize on ‘enthusiasts’,
but what strategy Xiao Mi use to treat the customers beyond enthusiasts?
Jun Lei：This is a good question. I have considered this question for three years, and I
think this kind of customer is no value to Xiao Mi, so I decide to give up this part of
customers. Sometimes giving up is kind of brave.
Host：Giving up itself is one kind of philosophy. This is a really new concept to
subvert the mobile market. Now Xiao Mi has more than billions followers. In this
high requirement on service time, how can you tightly attract these customers?
Jun Lei: Never read customers by numbers! They are individuals and beings.
Therefore, I select the employees in call center from our enthusiasts. They can interact
with the customers better, because they know clearer what customers want. I require
all the employees do customer service, and be able to communicate with the users.
My employees should have high capability on problem finding and solving. I
encourage them self make the decision, even it has risk for wrong decision. Thus, I
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canceled performance appraisal. I hope there is no competition between my
employees, but they can learn more from the others.
Interview Two
Context: At Jan 2012, 100,000 mobile phones were sould out in four hours.
Host：Xiao Mi mobile become very popular after launched, can you introduce the
current sales situation?
Jun Lei：So far Xiao Mi has sold over 1 million pieces of Phones in 5 months. Our
whole research team hold one celebration party for that.
Host：At 6th of April，100,000 phones has been sold in 6 minutes 5 seconds, that
speed is incredible. But the customers complain that they have to wait for one month
to get the new phone. Is this delivering problem?
Jun Lei： I don’t think this is delivering problem, it may be caused by our order
problem. For example, we issued 150,000 phones, and we agreed that these phones
would be delivered in one month. But the customers were very anxious. They thought
one month is a very long time, which leads to the complains on our slow delivering.
Actually, our plan is one month delivery period. This is what we clearly tell our
customers when they order the phone.
Host：Delivering of course has the correspondently stable cycle time as one month oe
half month. Is it possible to solve this problem by increasing the shipments such as
selling more in one time？
Jun Lei： I need to explain to my customers why the supply can not achieve to the
demand . The first reason is the produce process of smartphone, which is similar to
the computers, costs 12 weeks to order the core components. Plus producing and
shipping time costs almost 14 weeks (around 3½ months).
The second reason is we can not random order the products, because the most OEM s
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ask for repayment. If you order too much, the accumulation of inventory will be a
problem to Xiao Mi. On the contrary, if you order too less, then the short supply
comes. Therefore, we have to be very carful on ordering, even pay the full amount.
The third is our sales is extremely over the expectation, even exceed some world-
class brand. Thus, this also generate the stress for us on estimating the salses volume.
Host：In the past telecommunication exhibition, the domestic brand as Hua Wei, and
ZTC etc start to launch quad-core phone, which mean the competition of mobile
hardware become more intense. Then what is the competition strategy of Xiao Mi?
Jun Lei：Both Hua Wei and ZTC performs excellent. But Xiao Mi is different from
them. Xiao Mi define self as an internet company or ‘triathlon’ company. We
emphasize that the vertical integration of software, hardware, and Internet services.
We focus on offer the comprehensive experience to customers, therefore , the research
team in our company spend most time on developing he software and Internet service.
That’s why I think Xiao Mi is unique to above two companies. For instance, we spend
great spirit on develop MIUI, which is a Android-base smartphone operating system.
Also the applications such as M chat and other services, which Hua Wei and ZTC do
not pay any attentions on.
Host：From this way, can we understand that the software platform such as MIUI and
M chat is more important than Xiao Mi phone to Xiao Mi?
Jun Lei： In our whole business model setting, our company is the integration of
hardware and software. Therefore, we do not make profit depends upon the hardware
part. The Xiao Mi mobile is more like a platform for running MIUI system and
applications as M chat. Therefore, both of them (software and hardware) are
important to us. Of course, both of two parts are independent. Our mobile phone
support other systems as well as MIUI can be ran on other smartphones. In summary,
each part has to be very strong to compete for the market shares.
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